
Lists of TH (this/that; thumb/with, etc.) Words for At-Home Practice 

 

Say each of these words ten times (remember to put your tongue between your teeth). 

*These words should not sound like they have a “d” or “f” sound in them 

where the TH sound is 

1. thank    15. earth    29. although 

2. theme    16. breath    30. leather 

3. therapy   17. math    31. feather 

4. thick    18. with    32. weather 

5. thorn    19. tooth    33. rather 

6. thousand   20. month    34. mother 

7. thumb    21. bath    35. father 

8. mathematics   22. that    36. brother 

9. earthworm   23. this     37. there 

10. toothpaste   24. these    38. together 

11. toothbrush   25. they    39. gather 

12. without   26. those    40. clothing 

13. bathtub   27. though    41. another 

14. athlete    28. them    42. rhythm 

 

Say each of the following phrases twice (remember to put your tongue between your 

teeth). 

*These words should not sound like they have a “d” or “f” sound in them 

where the TH sound is 

 

1. thank you  8. happy birthday 15. South pole  22. us together 

2. speech therapy  9. bathroom rug 16. quicker than 23. my mother 

3. theme song  10. round bathtub 17. that one  24. his father 

4. movie theater  11. both tigers  18. down the street 25. either one 

5. Thanksgiving turkey 12. catch your breath 19. leave it there 26. her brother 

6. strong athlete  13. phone booth 20. even though 27. other one 

7. say anything  14. planet Earth 21. they will  28. neither ear 

 

Use the following words in three different sentences (remember to put your tongue 

between your teeth). 

*These words should not sound like they have a “d” or “f” sound in them 

where the TH sound is 

Example: thumb 

     1. His thumb is broken.   2. Can I see your thumb?   3. You should never thumb a ride. 

1. theft   8. panther  15. bath  22. them 

2. thud   9. birthday  16. mouth  23. their 

3. thump  10. earthquake  17. moth  24. those 

4. thought  11. wealthy  18. path  25. heather 

5. thermometer 12. toothpick  19. north  26. another 

6. Thursday  13. something  20. math   27. together 

7. thunder  14. mouthpiece 21. teeth  28. weather 


